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PREFACE

The public schools of Barrington, Rhode Island with funds from the
Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. and staff from the New England
School Development Council have been responsible for the development of
this monograph. It is hoped that the experiences of Barrington will prove
useful to other school districts or educational institutions involved in the
process of deciding how best to utilize computer technology. It is clear from
this monograph that decision-making in this area is not easy, but requires
the thorough and comprehensive planning on the part of many.

Our experience with other school systems suggests that with the acquisi-
tion of hardware, one's problems do not cease. To utilize effectively this
technology requires the continuous collaboration of many personnel who
are willing to share what they have already learned.

NESDEC wishes to acknowledge the complete and untiring cooperation of
Ian A. Malcomb, Superintendent of Schools, Barrington, Rhode Island, the
members of his professional staff and the Barrington School Committee.
Special acknowledgement must also be given to Charles R. Leonard, a former
NESDEC staff member who was chiefly responsible for our work on this
project. To the countless others who have cooperated in various ways, both
in the conduct of this project and in the preparation of this monograph, we
say thank you.

John R. Sullivan, Jr.
Executive Secretary

NESDEC



INTRODUCTION

For some years the Barrington, Rhode Island,.school system has made use
of the computer in its work. This use began in the area of administrative data
processing when Barrington joined the NEEDS project, and through them
received computer produced report cards, students' schedules, attendance
reports, and the like.

In 1965, Barrington added a small computer facility to its high school per-
mitting it to offer instruction in certain aspects of computing to interested
students. One such aspect fell within the business education department
where students were taught to program, and to operate a computer. Another
arca was mathematics, where the computer served students as a problem-
solving tool. A general course introducing the theory of computers was also
offered.

On the face of it, Barrington had gone far in its use of the computer as a
facility in its schools. However, as more and more students became interested
in computers and computer technology in the course of their studies, Bar-
rington's small computer facility soon became woefully inadequate. Indeed,
the Superintendent of the Barrington school system, together with certain
members of his staff, became aware of this particularly acute problem when
they made an assessment of their use of computers. They were troubled by
two things. The first and most troubling thing they discovered was that com-
paratively few of their students and faculty had access to the computer; that
is, while Barrington had recognized the potential of the computer in its
schools, it had begun to realize that potential for just a small number of
people. Barrington was troubled, as well, by the fact that even though its use
of the computer facility in the area of instruction was limited, and that the
services provided by NEEDS were restricted to just three of the many admin-
istrative applications available mark reporting, student scheduling, atten-
dance accountingBarrington expended about 530,000 each year on its lim-
ited computing activities.

Consequently, the Superintendent and members of his staff wcrc forced
to conclude that even though their use of the computer was a relatively mod-
est one, it was costing more than a modest sum of money to do the job. Thus,
as they analyzed the situation and came to think about extending their appli-
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cation of the computer, they became convinced that new arrangements had
to be made.

But the clarity with which Barrington saw the pressing need for such new
arrangements was matched by a cluttered, barely visible sense of what the
arrangements ought to be. For instance, one reasonable alternative could
have been to takc over from NEEDS the chores of administrative data pro-
cessing, and with the money saved to broaden the instructional use of the
computer. But what about the headaches of administering one's own com-
puter facility or the frustrations of "down-time" so characteristic of many
computers, or the heavy burden of local software development? Could the
cost of the computer be justified? Would the distractions from other worth-
while educational innovations be too great? What are the true costs of such a
reasonable alternative, and would they become too great a price to pay?

There was also thc issue of student access to the computer. Should it be
in batch mode, allowing large numbers of students, faculty, and staff to use
the computer in their work, or should Barrington acquire a time-shared com-
puter, thereby limiting the simultaneous users, yet increasing the opportunity
for immediate turn-around, on-line access, and the use of interpretative lan-
guages. What would be the educational reasons for the choice Then, what-
ever the choice, how would administrative and instructional demands com-
pete for computcr time? How would Barrington deal with conflicting de-
mands? Would one computer be enough?

Clearly, the matter of settling on a computer facility suited for the Bar-
rington !weds was complex in nature and presented many issues mostly un-
resolved even by the experts. Indeed, Barrington admitted that the problem
was greater than it was equipped to handle. In his letter to Educational
Facilities Laboratories, Inc. (EFL), calling for a study related to computers
in the schools, Barrington's superintendent stated: "We cannot avoid the
issues. We must face them. Yet with our lack of experience and knowledge
in this area we cannot face these problems alone. We need help."

Recognizing its situation. Barrington turned to NESDEC for assistance.
Initially Barrington asked the question: "Given the current state of computer
usage in the schools, what now is our position relative to this current state?"
To answer this question NESDEC proposed to study the computer require-
ments of the Barrington school system by means of an investigation which
would:

1. Gather, organize and interpret data related to quality, coniprehcn-
sivcness, and relevance of the programs and data processing activities
presently offered and/or purchased from outside vendors.

2. Make an analysis of equipment system alternatives in thc light of pre-
sent and future data processing requirements.

3. Make recommendations designed to provide direction and impetus to
the realization of a high quality data processing environment.
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4. Provide consultation on the acquisition of computer hardware.

The study observed and documented the procedures commonly used by
most schoolmen as they make decisions about computer technology in the
schools. It addressed itself to such issues as computer hardware, administra-
tive data processing services, and student access. It considered such areas as
personnel, in-service training, and implementation.

The result of this effort was a long term plan for the computer facility in
Barrington which is now well on its way toward becoming reality. But the
plan for Barrington was not the only result of our study, for in the process
of conducting our investigation it became clear that many school systems
other than Barrington were facing the same sorts of problems, and that what
was learned in the Barrington experience might be applicable to other school
systems as well-.

Thus, the present document extrapolates from the Barrington experience
and addresses itself to those broad issues which confront most school systems
as they move towards up-dating or acquiring a computer facility.
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2
THE SUPERINTENDENT'S DILEMMA

The use of computers and computer technology in the schools is becoming
a matter of increased interest and concern to many superintendents. For the
most part, however, schoolmen find that introducing computer technology
into the school system is a confusing endeavor, and one fraught with numer-
ous complex problems.

One major problem is the pervasive semantic difficulties which arise in
talking about computers. Much is said about the various systems currently
available to the schools, especially in the secondary schools, such as total in-
formation systems and education data processing systems. The literature
abounds with articles about CAI, CMI, MIS, and the like. Adding to these
complex areas'of discussion is the foreign, confusing computer terminology
of the computer salesman. He talks about bits, bytes, random-access, batch
and remote batch processing, and other areas equally confusing to the super-
intendent. Consequently, the superintendent is presented a perplexing situa-
tion, and as such he and the computer vendor can scarcely converse, let alone
reach a common understanding.

Because of this communication problem between the superintendent (a
non-technical person) and the computer vendor (primarily a sales oriented
person trained to have a technical vocabulary), the superintendent has few
ways of assessing the claims put forth by the various computer vendors, whosc
positions are understandably biased, since each simply wishes to sell his com-
puter to the school system. Unlike the housewife or member of Diners Club
there is for the superintendent no "Seal of Approval" for which to look, In-
variably the superintencleite-along with the school committee must consider
the purchase or lease of equipment in the midst of the most confusing claims,
frequently without knowing even what are thc most appropriate questions
to ask. As one superintendent who was involved in the process of acquiring
computer hardware admitted, "1 didn't understand a thing they (thc com-
puter vendors) were talking about."

Just as the superintendent is frequently too lacking in knowledge about
computers to participate with assurance in the establishing of the computer
facility, so too are the members of his school system who will eventually be
involved with the computer and who must make proper assessments of its
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usefulness. Many of them operate with fears and misconceptions of computer
related work whicli prevent their engagement with the computer enterprise,
and which prevent its potential from being realized. By the same token the
personnel who will be responsible for the administration of the computer
facility itself are frequently knowledgeable only about unit-record equipment
and punch card applications for administrative data processing. They invari-
ably lack the knowledge and the broad understanding about the full spectrum
of the relationship between computers and education that would enable them
to organize and administer a dynamic and responsive computer facility in the
school. Thus, the ,problem of knowledge that faces the superintendent also
faces the members of his system who will use the computer facility and the
members of his staff who will be responsible for the administration of the
facility.

The problems of knowledge crystallize specifically around the issue of es-
tablishing computer related objectives for the entire school system which
would ensure the coherent growth and development of the facility. But be-
cause knowledge about the potential of the computer seldom informs the
planning of the facility, the wide applicability to the school system is largely
unknown and unassessed when plans are being formulated to acquire com-
puter hardware. The result is that when those segments of the school system
which were not aware of the potential of the computer for them do become
aware of it, and wish to make demands upon the facility, the facility is un-
able to meet those demands.

Historically, the computer facility in the schools frequently grows without
aim or direction. Traditionally, the computer facility in the school was uti-
lized to prepare students' schedules, report cards, attendance reports, and the
like. More recently some schools have used the computer to provide com-
puter aided instruction, thereby providing the capacity for "individualized
instruction." Consequently, some schools have multiple computer facilities.
One computer attends to the administrative data processing while the other
computer provides for student access. Yet both computers may sit idle for a
major portion of the day resulting in a tremendous loss of potential and a
squandering of resources.
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3
RESOLVING THE DILEMMA

It is no revelation, of course, that the confused, often chaotic circum-
stances that confront the superintendent who contemplates the use of com-
puters in his schools are best approached and most often clarified through the
use of some well thought out, systematic procedure. Typically such a proce-
dure begins with the analysis of the contexts within which the school system
desires to apply computcts. It proceeds through the synthesis phase where
the various areas under investigation that have been analyzed and put back
together, thus forming a new picture of the total school system's computer
related requirements. Finally, and after the analysis and synthesis phases have
been completed, there comes the implementation of the plans with respect
to the overall computer related objectives.

Analysis is the separation of anything into its constituent parts or elements.
When applied to the process of computer acquisition, pirticularly in the edu-
cational setting, analysis involves a review of the entire educational process
as well as the administrative practices presently ascribed. Analysis provides
the opportunity to divide the total operation of the school facility into logi-
cal and workable units thereby providing information which, when properly
evaluated, permit us to sec if there exists suitable alternatives to improve the
operation of the entire school facility. Analysis affords the opportunity to
establish study objectives and assists us in determining potential for further
study. Moreover, analysis is essential in the process of determining the school
system's computer related administrative objectives as well as determining
the computer related instructional objectives. The reader should see the im-
portance of separating the school system into logical, workable parts prior to
the acquisition of computer hardware. To be sure, each administrative staff
member, each faculty member, each member of the student body will have
unique demands on the computer facility. Thus, it can be seen that these
potential users become essential parts of the analysis phase. Only after these
views are made known should a school system proceed in the computer ac-
quisition process.

As stated, the analysis phase separates the school system into logical, work-
able parts which can be examined. The complement of analysis is synthesis.
During the synthesis phase we begin to combine and build those parts into a
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new postulated system. These elements or parts are the views of the potential
users and their demands relative to the use(s) of the computer in the educa-
tional setting. In the synthesizing phase the school system should be develop-
ing alternatives to existing practices and exploring the various uses of the
computer in the schools. Further, and most important, is the refining of the
computer related objectives together with the evaluating of computer hard-
ware that will permit the school system to attain those objectives. This phase
initiates the establishing of computer hardware specifications. These hardware
specifications must ensure that the educational specifications can be matched.
The school system that has proceeded through these two phasesanalysis,
synthesis--is now ready to plan for the installation and implementation phases
of computer facility development.

The installation phase takes into consideration the development of a plan
that includes such items as: the computer's delivery date, the air condition-
ing requirements, the electrical requirements, not to mention the space re-
quirements for the computer hardware. The installation plan assumes that
all is in readiness for the expected delivery of the computer. The computer
room has been properly designed, air conditioners have been installed, etc.
Implementation, on the other hand has many more implications. Briefly, the
implementation phase takes into consideration the entire scope of the school's
computer related objectives. Implementation begins with the installation of
the initial computer hardware and proceeds through the planning necessary
to provide for future computer facility growth. Indeed, the problems of com-
puter facility growth and expansion within the school system will receive
considerable attention in the following pages.

NESDEC's experience in Barrington not only showed the variability of the
systematic approach. but also demonstrated that while many factors influence
whether or not the approach will be successful, it is the activities in he ana-
lysis stage which largely determine how well the computer facility will serve
the school system.

The activities of the analysis stage, moreover, are ensured of serving the
other stages when the problems are addressed in a coherent: fashion. What fol-
lows are the tasks which the Barrington experience has shown to be crucial
to the proper analysis of the school system's computer related needs.
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APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES TO THE CHRONOLOGY

OF ESTABLISHING A COMPUTER FACILITY

IN THE SCHOOLS

Having discussed the systems analysis approach to introducing computers
and computer technology to a school system, it is now possible to establish a
chronology of events which would constitute the entire approach.

Given the potential of systematic procedures to solve the problems arising
from the acquisition of computer hardware, and given the financial feasibility,
it is possible to meet the school system's demands for "action" regarding its
computer facility by engaging in a Three Phase Plan for implementation.

THE THREE PHASE PLAN

The Three Phase Plan proceeds from the initial discussions to providing
computer hardware necessary for a sophisticated, open-ended computer en-
vironment. It begins by establishing a Council on Computer Facilities and
proceeds through an in-service training program and analysis procedures.
Moreover, this Three Phase Plan proceeds from the establishing of a mini-
mally configured computer facility to one of -increased capacity where the
facility will have the capabilities of multi-programming, thus providing for a
dynamic computer environment characterized by simultaneous administra-
tive and instructional use and by a variety of potential applications. This
Three Phase Plan takes into consideration the numerous problems that the
superintendent encounters when introducing computers into his school sys-
tem and as such offers three stages of computer hardware implementation
and systems development. Initially, the computer hardware provides the ca-
pabilities of limited in-house administrative data processing and limited stu-
dent access. Then the administrative data processing capabilities are increased
with the addition of interactive on-line terminals. The addition of terminals
simultaneously provides dramatically increased student and teacher inter-
active access. Stage three of development includes the addition of still more
sophisticated hardware and higher level languages thus providing the open
ended computer environment.

Needless to say, the school system that follows th,t NESDEC plan for com-



puter facility development should be capable in terms . .g. , iiiliar with
the computer of introducing the computer hardware suggc.Led in Phase Two
of development, namely the provision of on-line interactive terminals needed
for increased student and teacher access.

We assert that the best means of achieving the benefits of a computer fa-
cility in the schools is to ensure that the potential users of the facility have
had exposure to computers and computer technology prior to making the
decision to acquire computer hardware. Further we must ensure that the in-
troduction of computers and computer technology into the school system
have a viable plan for implementation, that it has planned system develop-
ment features that provide a high degree of flexibility, that it possess a com-
munications network that permits the free flow of ideas, and that a constant,
effective in-service training program be initiated that would permit students,
faculty, administrators, and staff to gain appreciation for the facility. It is
possible, as well, to .ensure that these requirements are met by construing
them as tasks to b -erformed. Thus, each phase of this plan will be seen to
consist of a number of tasks.

Phase 1

TASK I Exploring the Possibility of Establishing a Computer Facility

For all schools considering a computer facility a number of preliminary
activities are required in order to ensure that the decision is based on accu-
rate information and the objectives of the facility can be attained. Initially,
the Superintendent should establish a Council on Computer Facilities.

Nothing approaching a "total system" in terms of computer usage in the
schools will be achieved without first looking into the computer requirements
throughout every part of the .educational environment. The potential users
of the computer facilityteachers, students, staffs, and administratorsmust
all be involved so that the structure that eventually emerges will be responsive
to the computer demands from these various segments.

Traditionally, the responsibility of the computer facility has been thrust
upon the school principal or his designee, and the instructional applications
into the hands of the mathematics or business departments. Such a situation
retards the growth and expansion of the educational computer facility, even
one with minimal hardware configurations.

Specifically, schools will find that its computer activities must be looked
at as a viable component of the school system, and that its relative newness
should not preclude its being organized, budgeted and planned accordingly.
Indeed, the key to obviating the problem is to provide for proper direction,
a direction which would probably be best accomplished by the forming of a
representative Council on Computer Facilities.

With the forming of such a Council, the school would charge certain indi-
viduals with the responsibility for its computer facility. The council would
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recommend the procedures required to attain the objectives of the entire
school system as they see the computer to be useful in attaining these objec-
tives. They would plan for each phase of the facilities' development, includ-
ing the planning necessary for new and advanced applications for instruc-
tional purposes as well as administrative applications, and they would estab-
lish the communication network among the administration, faculty, staffs
and students through well devised in-service training programs.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Training
Identify & Define
Problems
Describe Objectives

Gather and
Analyze
Information

Design
Alternate
Systems

Determine: Costs,
Equipment, Personnel
Floor Space: Etc.
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Step 5

EVALUATE

Select Best
System

C-'---) <

Step 6

I

ilFollow-up

IMPLEMENT

Stel

Evaluate

1

COUNCIL ON COMPUTER FACILITY

FUNCTIONAL FLOWCHART

The Council on Computer Facilities should be comprised of representa-
tives from all those areas which will be affected by the computer. Because
the council will concern itself with the applicability of computers to the in-
structional process and the administrative data processing requirements as
well, it is conceivable that a representative from the business world would be
a valuable asset to such a council as it tackles the problems of administrative
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data processing. The need for Such broad representation is essential if schools
are to establish dynamic computer facilities. Moreover, the council will assist
in determining the scope of computer technology in the schools as it relates
to the setting of proper, well thought-out, computer related objectives. Fur-
ther, such a committee obviates many of the traditional administrative prob-
lems that attend to the development of computer facilities in the schools.
It is in no way controversial to assert that a combination of inadequate ad-
ministration and organizational problems have led to the many difficulties
that have attended the installation of computer facilities within the school
systems.

TASK 2 Providing In- Service Education

Soon after the forming of the Council on Computer Facilities, plans should
be made to provide the council with the facility to gain experience with com-
puter technology. This exposure to computers is an essential element in the
computer selection process. It is essential because the council must ensure
that as many as possible of the educational objectives (yet to be established)
of the entire school system are attainable. It is essential because the council
must integrate those educational objectives with computer technology. Be-
cause of these essential items the need for a training process that addresses
the problem of the co-existence of man and machine in a single, mutually
dependent mix becomes particularly acute.

However, experience has shown that such training when directed exclu-
sively to the theoretical-philosophical aspects of the relationship between
man and machine has largely failed in its objective of bringing the two to-
gether, and in fact, has done much to keep them apart. Now it is true that no
user of the computerstudent, teacher, or administratorshould be unaware
of how interaction with this technological device radically alters his whole
conjunction with his environment, but it can also be seen how emphasis in
these aspects of computer usage alone can do little more than increase the
mystique that surrounds computer related work and thus leave the potential
user quite paralyzed in the face of the overwhelming implications that begin
to surface.

What may be more productive is to ensure that attempts at theoretical-
philosophical orientation be balanced by practical, hands-on experiences with
the computer itself. In fact, the most important component of the computer
education process may be the actual and early exposure to, and interaction
with, the computer. There is evidence that ingrained alienations and miscon-
ceptions people have about the computer are not displaced by the training
itself. But the problem is not insurmountable, and it seems reasonable to
expect that a computer education process which is not overly complicated
and which allows the council to use the computer in a relatively short time
can achieve success.

It becomes obvious from the preceding discussion that the Council on Com-
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puter Facilities has a very important role in determining the computer re-
lated objectives of the school system. Certainly, in order to properly assess
the computer's role in these various areas, the council should have a pre-
computer training program. Such a program might include the use of the
BASIC computer language. The BASIC computer language is the most easily
understood problem-solving language currently available. BASIC i. expressed
to the computer in conventional English and simple algebraic notation which
make it well suited to a concise expression of a variety of situations and prob-
lems. Indeed, there is considerable evidence that with minimal formal class-
room instruction one can begin to program in a relatively short period of
time, usually no more than two days.

Unlike some computer languages that were originally designed for compu-
tational applications in mathematics, science, and engineering, BASIC pro-
vides the user with the experience of using the computer as a problem-solving
tool. Because BASIC is designed to provide on-line interactive access to a
central computer, it is necessary that teletypes, perhaps portable teletypes,
be made available to the Council.

TASK 3 Providing a Resource Agent

In order to provide for the proper introduction of computers in the
schools, it is clear that the council will need some special assistance from a
computer professional. As a general rule, when the required talents arc avail-
able, say at the local level, for the teaching of the BASIC computer language,
it might be advantageous for the school system to avoid outside assistance.
However, the school system will probably need some assistance in the writ-
ing of computer hardware specifications. Moreover, the use of outside re-
sources may be required to analyze the vendor bids in order to ensure that
the specifications, as written, have been properly executed.

Though outside resource personnel have a vital role to play, the school
system that places a heavy reliance on such expertise may, in fact, reduce its
own involvement. Because the Council on Computer Facilities has consider-
able potential, the school system should not delegate the responsibility en-
tirely of training, planning, objective setting and implementation to the re-
source agent. While it is true that such a person can assist in the areas as
noted, it is also true that once brought in, school systems have a tendency
to become dependent upon the agent. When this happens there then becomes
little reason for the schools to develop their own expertise and-capacity to
evaluate meaningful alternatives to computer related requirements. There is
thus no equity in terms of staff participation.

However, some schools must recognize that they just do not have the
necessary staff or individual expertise to conduct the training program as
suggested earlier. Consequently, the school system should face the trade-off
of delaying the computer acquisition process until such time as arrangements
can be made to include the expertise necessary to provide the essential training.
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Because sich resource agents charge for their services, there is a tendency
on the part of the schools to look for alternative solutions to the problem.
namely, to rely upon the computer vendor, who, for the most part. does not
charge for his services. But as was demonstrated earlier this is seldom a wise
alternative.

The importance of the Council on Computer Facilities and its responsi-
bilities for the proper planning and implementation of the school computer
makes it difficult, if not impossible, to delegate such authority to outside
agents. By facing these responsibilities the school system achieves valuable
experience in developing the expertise necessary to undertake additional steps
necessary to achieve the school system's computer related objectives. It also
provides a foundation for the dialogue necessary to obtain information and
understand more fully the issues regarding the complex problems of com-
puter hardware acquisition.

TASK 4 Initiating a Systems Design

Despite the interest that schools have in computers to assist them in their
work, it is quite clear that the actual development of integrated computer
services by school administrations is woefully inadequate. This development
is inadequate because the normal, routine, administrative data processing ac-
tivities tend to develop in a sequence corresponding to each school's priori-
ties. This piecemeal approach invariably results in a collection of data pro-
cessing programs that contain many duplications of data formats and pro-
cessing steps. The predictable consequences of this are re-invention, duplica-
tion, and a tendency to meet immediate problems rather than to develop a
more thorough, sophisticated data processing system.

To eliminate negative consequences, schools must recognize that transition
from long standing procedures and more rudimentary systems to a higher
level of sophistication will require much planning and communication. And
that, indeed, a local systems design effort must be initiated, as implied ear
Tier, by the Council on Computer Facilities.

One of the most important aspects of the systems design is the determin-
ing of the various data bases that should be constructed by the school sys-
tem. Among these are:

Pupil Information

Personnel

Budget Accounting

Mark reporting, test scores, attendance information,
census information, parent information, guidance
information (comments, teacher evaluations, stu-
dent attitudes, interests, plans, extra curricula ac-
tivities).

Staff status (qualifications, experience, accomplish-
ments), financial records, retirement fund.

Current expenditures, projected expenditures, anti-
cipated revenue, budget analysis, payroll, accounts
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Inventories and
Facilities

Auxiliary Services

-7

payable, purchasing, program cost analysis.

Current projects, maintenance scheduling, status re-
ports, contracted services, projections, inventory re-
ports, supplies, materials/supplies on order.

Transportation scheduling. cafeteria accounting,
student passes to football games and other extra
curricula activities, PL 874 analysis.

A systems development effort, if the concept of a properly designed record
of timely and accurate information is accepted, would provide the data base
for the school's facility. With this approach, a permanent record or data file
would be constructed for each area of application. For example, a permanent
record in the data file would be constructed for each student, and as the stu-
dent progressed through the various grade levels, information would be re-
corded and updated and decisions would be made relating to a student's pro-
gress. Thus, as teachers, counselors, or principals desire to know how a stu-
dent is progressing, or towards what problem areas or resources he should
next be directed, the student's master file is searched for information and
displayed for the viewer within seconds. Each area of application noted above
would have a similar base which would be updated and accessed in the same
manner.

'TASK 5 Anticipating Instructional Implications

Over and above the anticipating of administrative applications there is the
considering of the instructional implications which must be addressed in
Phase 1 in anticipation of later development of the school's computer en-
vironment.

There is some evidence that the computer can be harnessed to direct the
instruction of pupils by managing the learning process. There are visible ex-
periments being conducted throughout the United States which are aimed at
perfecting an approach to, and adapting instructional material to, the com-
puter. These experiments and the state of the art change so rapidly that an
adequate appraisal at the present time is unrealistic. Moreover, since each
program has been designed for a particular application, it is extremely diffi-
cult at this point to conclude that any one program is unequivocally better
than any other. The issue of harnessing the computer to manage instruction
beccmes even more involved when the areas of curriculum development,
teacher-pupil relationships, size and function of each school unit, class size
or groupings are examined. It is not within the scope of the study to make
recommendations about this particular aspect of computer usage in the
schools, but the fact still remains that schools must determine the extent to
which instruction shall be turned over to its computer facility. The following
list presents some areas to be considered:
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1. Definition of purpose for instruction.

2. Definition of instructional tasks.

3. Determination of effectiveness.

4. Determination of equipment, staff and facilities.

It is possible to say, however, that a decision to utilize the computer as a
drill-and-practice device in no way plumbs its full potential as an instruction-
al medium. This potential is more likely to be realized if the computer facil-
ity is seen as a resource center, easily accessible to students for interactive
problem-solving in support of various academic subjects.

TASK 6 Organization and Administration

Inadequate administration and organizational problems have combined
often to create difficulties that have attended the installation of computer
facilities within any school system. Traditionally, the responsibility of the
data processing functions have been thrust upon the principal or his designee,
and the instructional applications into the hands of the mathematics or
business departments. Even with minimal configurations, such a situation,
while accomplishing the routine data processing tasks, frequently diverts the
principal and/or the department members associated with the matter from
their other duties. Instructional applications, however, become static and, in
most cases, never go beyond the mathematics or business departments.

This situation and this combination of administrative and organizational
problems has, in fact, retarded the growth and expansion ofany number of
educational computer facilities. The fact remains that the principal is to ad-
minister and the teachers are to instruct the students in the particular sub-
ject matter. To be taken out of this environment and placed in the world of
data processing is in most cases a disturbing experience.

Computer facility growth and expansion is restricted in the sense that this
type of organization does not permit nor have imbedded in it the expertise
which will ensure that software is written or systems design initiated. In such
cases, the computer facility never emerges from its rudimentary stage, and
becomes a frustrating endeavor for those schools involved. It becomes equal-
ly frustrating to learn that the computer facility is further restricted because
its administration has not initiated a well planned, systematic form of in-
service training for its faculty and staff which would permit the computer
facility to expand into other schools within the system and into other areas
of the school's curriculum.

All of these factorsthe apparent lack of proper administration and or-
ganization, the apparent lack of proper planning, and the apparent lack of
in-service training programslead us to the valid conclusion that the tradi-
tional education data processing centers established in most schools have
been, or are, inefficient. The question of what effects a more complicated
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computer facility would have on the present administrative pattern is stag-
gering. With a more complicated computer facility, more time would be re-
quired of the mathematics or business departments, and even grcatcr exper-
tise would be required to cnsurc the facility bccomcs a dynamic entity with-
in the school systcni.

Morcover, when a new facility is acquircd the central administration's
problems arc compounded. The problems for the central administration occur
when the facility cxpands to include other schools within the system. It will
be confronted with curriculum and material's development, evaluation of
the facility, future expansion. additional staffing and other such problems.
The effects of a more complicated computer facility will be felt by each stu-
dent, teacher, and administrator within the system. Thus, we conclude that
the traditional view of organization and administration of data processing
facilities must be rejected as the schools replace an old, outmoded computer
with a more complicated piece of hardware.

Specifically, schools will find that computer facilities must be looked at
as a viable component of the school system, and that its relative newness
should not preclude its being organized, budgeted, and controlled according
to the same guidelines as other school departments. The key to obviating the
problems in the establishment of a dynamic computer facility is to provide
for the proper administrative direction, a direction which would probably be
bcst accomplished by the establishment of the position of a Director of Com-
puter Facilities.

With the establishment of the position of Director of Computer Facilities
and the forming of the CoLuicil, schools would charge certain individuals with
the responsibility for its computer facility. The Director and the Council
together, would recommend policy and establish procedures for the com-
puter facility as it relates to the entire school system. They would plan for
each phase of the facility's development, including the planning for new and
advanced applications for administrative and instructional purposes, and
would establish communication networks between the administration, facul-
ty, students, and staff, through in-service training programs.

Director of Computer Facilities

Job Description. The Director of Computer Facilities should have the
responsibility to plan, organize, coordinate and supervise the activities of the
school's computer facility. He will be responsible for project plans and meth-
ods of evaluating the applications of the computer facility to educational
goals such as developing a model system, evaluating and analyzing the system
specifications, conducting and supporting simulation studies, and exploring
new applications to the school's data processing and instructional problems.
He will arrange and conduct meetings with the advisory council, establish
and maintain a central library of materials rclativc to education data pro-
cessing systems and equipment, providc consultation to the superintendent
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and other department heads on the application of the computer facility to
their departments, conduct in-service training programs for the school per-
sonnel, act as liaison agent between the schools participating in the computer
facility.

Minimum Qualifications. The Director of Computer Facilities should pos-
sess valid administrative, supervisory and data processing credentials. He
should have general knowledge of current developments in the education
data processing field, methods and terminology. He should have wide know-
ledge of procedures, systems design, organization, administration and manage-
ment, supervision and training. He must have the ability to plan, organize and
coordinate a centralized data processing facility, speak and write effectively,
and secure the cooperation of the school system's staff, analyze situations
accurately and take effective action to ensure the objectives are attained. (See
Appendix AOrganizational Flow Chart.)

T4SK 7 Setting Objectives

A school system which has proceeded thus far through the tasks of Phase
1 has by that fact alone made educational philosophy and environment an
essential element in its view of the computer. The superintendent that has
established the Council on Computer Facilities and made provisions for their
training together with the assistance of a resource agent and proper com-
puter facility staffing has greatly increased the likelihood that properly de-
fined computer objectives can be formulated.

TASK 8 Contracting for Acquisition of a Computer Facility
The school system desiring to acquire a computer facility must write the

specifications and go through an extended, complicated, and sometimes frus-
trating experience of bid specification analysis. These specifications and the
procedures pertinent to its use will be considerably more than just exercises.
They will, in fact, becomc the tools which will provide better systems, at
lower cost, for a school system.

Properly executed, the specifications set forth clearly the desires of a
school systcm cmbarking on the complex business of computer acquisition.
It is important that the intended equipment be fully documented and under-
stood by the school administration and the potential vendors. Thus, the spe-
cifications document comes to communicate the desires of the purchaser to
various manufacturers and each knows exactly what is intended.

A set of specifications must reflect the educational objectives of the entire
school system with regard to the computer facility, and must set forth the
specific requirements of that configuration which will be necessary to accom-
plish those objectives.

With the writing of the specifications for the computer facility, especially
one that involves administrative data processing and instructional applica-
tions on a single computer, it is necessary to remember that certain unit-
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record equipment may be rcquired as supporting equipment.
With the installation of a computer facility in the schools, most unit-record

configurations will require modifications. Some schools may require addi-
tional equipment to support the computer facility while others will require
less.

Using a standardized format, the writer of the specifications should be
concerned with four basic areas of specificity. They are: the general section,
the section that defines the scope of the specifications, the equipment com-
ponent specifications and in some cases a proof of performance section.

The general section should contain the school system's legal and business
policies that must be considered by the potential vendor. These facts should
include such details as procedures to follow when submitting proposals, terms
of agreements, compliance with building codes, requests for in-service train-
ing, manuals, etc.

The general section further defines the scope of the specifications and is
used to set forth the type of computer hardware or system that is to be pro-
vided. It establishes the guidelines and the details for the performance of the
various units or devices. Moreover, it outlines the responsibility of the vendor
during the negotiations. In this section the specification writer should set
forth exactly how the equipment will be used together with complete infor-
mation related to the school system's objectives, the school system's obli-
gations, and the vendor's responsibility.

The next sectionsystem specificationsshould define the system's opera-
tional parameters in clear, concise technical terms. This section may include
the accepted installation practice and provide definite details related to the
minimum acceptable system desired by the school system.

The equipment component section should define the specific operating
and technical characteristics of each component included in the hardware
and software specified in the preceding sections. Since this section deals with
the technical data of the hardware components it may be desirable to list
only those components on which major emphasis must be placed.

Finally, the proof of performance section is used to define the procedures
to be followed by the vendor to assure the school system that the computer
hardware supplied does, in fact, meet the requirements and the specifications
as established in the preceding sections of the specifications. This section
should establish the testing procedures for the hardware and software to be
supplied. Moreover, the responsibilities of the various parties and the per-
formance tolerances of the system should be specified.

While this is a simplified specification outline, the complexity of each sec-
tion will be dependent upon the level of sophistication and the complexity
of the computer hardware being considered. If, for example, the school is
purchasing specific components, we may omit the overall systems specifica-
tions section. Also, the proof of performance section may be omitted.



SAMPLE COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

General

1. Vendors' proposals for the following computer related systems will be
received at the Sample School Committee offices on (date). Proposals
(bids) will be publicly opened at (time) on the above date.

2. Sealed bids arc to be addressed to the Chairman, Sample School Com-
mittee clearly marked "Bid for Computer." Any or all bids which are
inadvertently opened prior to the above time and date because of im-
proper addressing or unmarked will not be considered.

3. All bids should conform in all respects to the sample school district
purchasing and/or leasing policy. A copy of the policies is appended to
this invitation.

4. All prices will be FOB.

5. Terms of agreement shall be calculated to project 1, 3, 5 and 7 year
rental or lease purchase charges. These charges will include monthly
maintenance charges on the initial hardware configuration.

6. All equipment is to be warranted for parts and service for (X) years
following acceptance by the Sample School Committee.

7. Vendor- may take exception to any portion of the specification. Such
exception must be made in writing and submitted with the bid. If none
is submitted the bidder agrees to be bound completely by the specifi-
cations as written.

8. The Sample School Committee is not responsible for typographical
errors within the specifications.

9. The Sample School Committee reserves the right to accept or reject any
or all bids.

10. The Sample School Committee reserves the right to accept or reject any
or all bids and to waive any and all irregularities or informalities as
deemed necessary for the sample public schools or the town.

11. The Sample School Committee has the right to evaluate each proposal
and accept the bid which best serves the interests of the sample public
school, noting the accepted bid may not be the lowest dollar bid.
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Scope

1. Purpose of Specifications

a. The purpose of this specification is to provide a basis on which the
Sample School Committee may request quotations related to the
acquisition of computer hardware and associated computer soft-
ware support.

b. The scope of this specification is to define the minimum require-
ments of the Sample School Committee in terms of educational
and administrative data processing services.

2. Minimum Hardware Requirement

Central Processor must be capable of multiprogramming functions.

Auxiliary Devices

Tapes Magnetic IBM compatable
Disks Magnetic
Printer 600 1pm
Reader card
Punch card
Operator Console

Software Requirements

Batch computing capability in the following languages:

FORTRAN IV
COBOL
RPG
ASSEMBLY

3. Educational Administrative Requirements

a. Assignment of pupils to classes or scheduling of the Sample High
School (approximately 1500 students).

b. Mark-reporting services that will interface with the current policy
of the Sample School Committee

c. Automated attendance system that will interface with and be ac-
ceptable to the State Department of Education.

d. A test scoring and analysis program that includes such items as:
I. Item analysis
II. Student profile
III. Class roster
IV. Frequency distributions (as required)
V. Pressure sensitive labels
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4. Other Requirements

a. For all such systems complete documentation and user manuals
shall be provided.

b. Systems software so provided should be fully operational and em-
ployed by other school districts.

c. Proof of performance shall be a required facet of these spe.cifica-
dons and shall include benchmark tests of hardware and software.
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'TASK 9 Analysis of Returns

After the potential suppliers submit proposals for the hardware configura-
tion, it becomes the school system's responsibility to evaluate what has been
submitted. The need for an in-depth analysis of any proposal cannot be over-
emphasized, and though mounting such analysis is not an easy task, the re-
sponsibility for it cannot be taken lightly.

Each proposal must be carefully reviewed, section by section. In this re-
view the school must ascertain whether or not the vendor has made excep-
tions to the specifications or whether the vendor will supply the equipment
as specified. In short, the analysis should conclude that the school system
will receive exactly what it has asked for.

Needless to say, the proposals must be analyzed by those responsible for
designing the system as well as those who were responsible for writing the
specifications, and thus contrary to common practice in many school sys-
tems, the proposals cannot be received one day and accepted and contracted
the next day.

The goal of the vendor analysis process is to choose the vendor that can
best satisfy the school system's requirements as established by the objectives
and communicated to the vendors by the specification in the request for
proposals. The specifications have thus become the selection criteria from
which the decision is made to acquire the computer from a particular vendor.

Simply, the decision process, as it pertains to computer selection, can be
looked at as similar to the recruiting of personnel. In personnel recruiting we
should first have some idea of the task, or job to be done, before trying to
define the qualifications of the person to accomplish that job. Suppose, for
example, we have four candidates for a particular teaching position, and we
must evaluate each individual. How best might we arrive at a APcision based
upon some selection criteria? One procedure we might consider is to place
judgment weights on certain factors and evaluate each area separately. Gen-
erally, such a method has numerous stages and factors, but for simplicity we
use three factors. The first task is to determine the decision criteria. Second,
establish relative importance of each, and finally to rate each individual. in
matrix form it appears as:

Individual ,,A99 9399 "C"

Criteria Value score score score

Education

Appearance

Attitude

TOTAL

5

4

5

4

3

1

20

'12

5

2

4

3

10

16

15

4

4

3

20

16

15

37 41
-. 51

i
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As one completes an evaluation of this type it becomes obvious that a
number of value judgments must be made. It is true that an evaluation of
this type is only as good as the judgment factors considered. However, such
a method provides a constant framework for evaluating those factors and for
pointing to specific areas where more appraisal is required. By using a similar
method of evaluation, a school system could arrive at a choice of computer
hardware and specific vendor. Consider the following:

Computer Vendor "A" "B" "C"

Criteria Hardware Value Score
Weight
Score

Score Weight
Scare Score Weight

Score

Reliability 4 3 12 10 40 10 40
Compatability 4 4 16 10 40 7 28
Flexibility 4 10 40 10 36 10 40
Communication 4 6 24 10 0 9 36

TOTAL 92 116 144

This type of matrix could include many items considered in the decision
making process as it pertains to computer systems analysis. The example adds
the ratings given each computer under study and provides information about
which computer has matched the specifications, which computer has certain
weaknesses, and which computer has especially strong points. As with the
personnel recruitment example, several value judgments must be made.

It is then necessary for the school system to hold a pre-award conference
with the selected manufacturer, in an attempt to ascertain that each knows
exactly what the other's intentions are in relation to the bid specifications
submitted and the responding proposal. This pre-award conference permits a
dialogue that will ensure that each party understands its respective position
related to the specifications and requirements. The pre-award conference also
permits the manufacturer to explain in full the operational characteristics of
the equipment and to answer questions related to flexibility of hardware and
software, delivery time and installation, and other such matters. Only after
each party fully understands the implications growing out of their respective
positions, and only after any deviations from the specifications and the pro-
posal have been noted, can the contract be awarded.

TASK 10 Preparing the Site

Once the contract has been awarded for the acquisition of computer hard-
ware, the school system must find a place to put it. Unfortunately, computers
are harder to accommodate than people, but with a few guidelines and assis-
tance from the selected vendor, accommodating the computer should not be
a difficult task.

Soon after the contract has been awarded for the computer facility, the
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manufacturer will be able to provide the school system with manuals and
check lists to help with installation planning, and in some cases supply per-
sonnel to ensure that the computer room environment is properly constructed.
Manufacturers are quite willing to lend their assistance during the planning
stage and schools should not hesitate to call on such expertise. One issue that
manufacturers will be concerned with is the amount of room available for
the computer, the amount of room available for working space, for main-
tenance personnel, and for storage space for maintenance materials. They will
also be concerned with the air conditioning and humidity. With proper plan-
ning for the installation, the school will be satisfied to know that its com-
puter is in a dust free, air conditioned, humidity controlled environment and
will soon be alive and well.

In determining floor space requirements schools should not lose sight of
the fact that the computer facility will, in all likelihood, expand. It is sug-
gested that additional considerations for expansion be considered before con-
struction begins.

The final activity involved in the task of contracting for the acquisition of
a computer facility is the actual leasing of the equipment. For example,

Phase 1, Hardware Configuration

July, 1971 Central Processor Unit
Card Reader
Line Printer
Disk Storage
COST per month

16K Bytes of Memory
300 CPM
450 LPM
8.4 Million Bytes
S1600.00

In addition to the basic hardware configuration, the computer facility will
have the related computer manufacturer software available. The software pro-
vided will include the following:

Operating System
Utility Routines
Compilers
Assemblers

Also, computer software will be supplied by most computer manufacturers
that will permit the school administration to initiate a data processing pro-
gram that includes the more routine administration functions. Some of these
software packages will include the following:

Student Scheduling
Grade Reporting
Budget Accounting
General Accounting

Each such system above must be examined carefully to ensure, for exam-



plc, that the grade reporting system computes Grade Point Average, or that
the input is not restricted to alphabetic grades when, in fact, numeric grades
are required, and so on.

TASK 11 Providing for Initial Applications

Somc of the initial applications of a school's computer facility could be
in the areas of mark reporting, student scheduling, and student access. A
number of considerations attend the application of the computer to these
areas and, therefore, it is necessary to ensure a smooth transition from pre-
sent practices to an in-house controlled computer approach.

The term "in-house control" means that the school system has assumed
responsibility for all those data processing and consulting services which may
have formerly been provided by an outside bureau. The term implies that the
school system has expertise in the operation of a properly organized com-
puter facility. The term implies that the school system has enough consult-
ing strength and knowledge of the functioning of software support programs
that its computer facility can, in fact, become the means by which the school
system can provide a full range of computer services for itself.

Rarely do such in-house data processing capabilities exist, and thus it seems
eminently reasonable that a school system's initial engagement with in-house
computer usage be moderate and restricted to mark reporting. This initial
application might be achieved with relative case, but it will assuredly re-
quire many hours of in-service training for staffs during which such factors
as new input and output interpretation, operational characteristics and data
preparation would have to be considered.

Simultaneously, the school system should experiment with other essen-
tially administrative data processing activities which would soon come with-
in the scope of the computer facility. One such activity is that of student
scheduling and its unique demands will require not only the procedural re-
orientation common to mark-reporting, but will require as well a philosophi-
cal re-orientation toward the concept of student scheduling. Depending upor
the time of year that the computer facility is to be installed a decision must
be made by the school, either to proceed with the previous scheduling ar-
rangements through its service bureau, or to provide in-house student sched-
uling. This decision must be made knowing in advance that school will open
in September.

Phase 2 Adding Remote Teletype Terminals and Related Software

To provide on-line interactive access, the following computer hardware
and software, for example, would be necessary:
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Phase 1 Hardware Configuration plus the addition of
Four Remote Terminals and Related Hardware
BASIC Language
TOTAL COST per month $3200.00

Phase 1 established the computer facility with an essentially administrative
data processing function and at the same time provided for limited student
access. With the implementation of Phase 2, student access would be in-
creased dramatically by the addition of four remote, interactive teletype ter-
minals, thereby permitting students to interact with the computer facility
from remote locations. With the addition of these ten linals, schools would
be able to offer additional opportunities to their students, faculty, staff and
administrators for the application of computers in the course of their work.

Phase 3 Expanding to a Multi-Programming Environment

The following computer hardware is an example of the Phase 3 stage of
development.

Phase 2 Hardware Configuration plus the
Addition of 16K Byte Memory
Multi-Programming Capability
TOTAL COST per month $3700.00

The addition of 16K Byte memory expands the facility to include multi-
programming capabilities. Students will be able to interact with the com-
puter for instructional purposes, while at the same time the administration
may be interacting with it for data processing purposes.

With the implementation of Phase 3, schools will have a powerful and ver-
satile computer facility employing the latest computer technology. Its design
and capabilities make it suitable as an instructional computer system as well
as a business system. Schools will have the essential items for total in-house
control over its data processing and enough flexibility with auxiliary devices,
software packages, and applications to attain its objective of having a com-
puter system that could be used as a tool for both instructional purposes and
administrative data processing.
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